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Snow Flakes/1858
Susan Angebranndt
Imagining Emily Dickinson deciding to become a poet

Persimmons
Susan Angebranndt
In Li-Young Lee's poem “Persimmons” sight is deceiving,
perhaps trusting one's sense of touch is a better
measure of the world. Emphasizing this tactile theme,
I've paired Lee's words with fragments written in Braille
using french knots. The fragments echo the poetry and
are also blind stamped above the sewing.

Abiquiu Landscape:
Map R5E/8
Trina Badarak-Hall
Abiquiu soil pigments, handmade paper,
handmade clasp, poem Coptic stitch

Lost
Trina Badarak-Hall
Tunnel book, artist prints, poem, clamshell box

Seasons
Raphiel Benjamin
This photographic Accordion Book is a rendering of the
seasons in Northern New Mexico and the beautiful
changes in a particular stand of trees situated in Arroyo
Pedras Negra. I used an Accordion Book as an efficient
way to show the changes month to month, printed on
Enhanced Photo paper

Kimono Krazy
Marilyn Bennett
I enjoy working out design and color elements using
miniature paper collages for the Japanese inspired
clothing I sew. These collages became the starting point
for creating the fanciful kimono shaped pages of my
book. The flexible spine is from an old accordion.

Body, Mind, Spirit
Marilyn Bennett
A re-purposed beat up embossed slipcase from a
museum publication became the inspiration for a mixed
media piece expressing open and hidden things that
touch my psyche.

The Shifting of One’s Home
Vicki Bolen
My latest artistic direction is to remake existing works
into quilted paper and thread meditations. These pages
incorporate the stanzas of a sonnet penned by my
husband, Richard Wolfson

A Conversation:
An Ideation Experience
Vicki Bolen, Carol Erickson, Amy Sproul
This collaborative work by Carol Erickson, Vicki Bolen
and Amy Sproul examines issues that have shaped our
lives. The same Artist's Book Ideation Cards were our
guide. Each book includes a personal statement, word
association list, and individual artwork. Together, we
made our linen bookcloth and wax resist cover paper.

Flower from
the Tree of Knowledge #2
Rebecca Bradshaw
Letterpress, hand painted papers, encaustic

Canyon Heart
Rebecca Bradshaw
Intaglio, handmade paper, Chine Colle

Take Time
Kim Burkholder
The plant materials boiled between the pages of this
book came from my garden. The processes of growing,
gathering, arranging, and waiting while they boiled, and
the subtleness and magic of the resulting images,
inspired me to think of ways to slow down and
appreciate the world around me.

Paradox
Kim Burkholder
Several contrasts inspired me to consider the paradox of
"enduring" and "fragile" in this book: solid clay covers
contrast with fragile papers made from tea bags and
impressions made in the soft clay contrast with the
hardness of the fired clay. For me, this paradox can
symbolize life, love, earth,...

Tribute to Frida
Ro Calhoun
This book set, "Tribute to Frida" is a set of small
accordion books on 100% printmaker rag paper with
intaglio print etched into the pages and relief printed on
the surface. The book set is lovingly cased in a cigar
box. These intimate books contain both text and image
with the intent of honoring the Mexican artist, Frida
Kahlo.

Van Hise Avenue
Susan Carlson
A simple concertina structure presenting a map of the
street where I grew up in Madison, WI. On the reverse
is a key with brief stories of the people who lived in
many of the houses. As a child, I loved this
neighborhood, and many warm memories came to me
as I developed this book.

In Praise of the Earth
Susan Carlson
Emerson said that we could create our own Bible. This
book is my bible in praise of nature, where I find a deep
relationship with the Divine.
Incorporating natural
materials and my own photography gives me a voice to
express my sense of holiness.

Gather ‘round
Joy Campbell
Altered paperback books

Kusudama Flowers
Joy Campbell
Altered music book using Origami folds

Word Flight
Marilyn Chambers
As I work on my books my approach is to use my
background in textiles and mixed media. I strive to use
materials that will give my books both a contemporary
and historical resonance. Many times, as this book Word Flight, my work is a response to words and
developing questions around those individual words.
This thought process then allows me to develop visual
imagery and play with those moments.

Women’s Work is Never Done:
A Tribute to my Mother
Judy Crawford
Hand-written, machine sewn books
with miniatures

Meditations
Ginny Wallace Curry
“Meditations” is a visual diary of my recent printmaking
experiences. The relief printing produced the textures;
solar prints rendered the sharp images. The colors
reflect New Mexico: blue skies, yellow wildflowers,
turquoise jewelry, and red/brown mountains. The book
format affords the reader an intimate look at art.

Cultural Affairs
Andrea Cypress
I wanted to do a complicated construction using antique
boxes. One box fit a vintage Asian book with interesting
illustrations. I added iconic images from different
cultures as a counterpoint. A viewer can peruse pages
that fascinated me. I have no idea what the book is
about. I like that.

Knowledge
Andrea Cypress
Sometimes I have objects for years, then realize they
mesh together. The hat form was purchased ages after
the wood industrial mold. Together, they resemble a
fashionable, French speaking, erudite gentleman who
uses
the
French
dictionary
for
complicated
conversations. Its placement reveals importance. His
face reveals his mind’s workings.

Rooms with a View
(Italy & Switzerland)
Freya Diamond
The drawings for Views into Workrooms were done while
attending a workshop at Haystack Craft School,
portraying 5 classrooms: Paper, Fiber, Metal, Ceramics
and Wood. Just for fun, I incorporated a tiny piece of
the material used in all but the ceramics room in this 3
Layer Star Carousel Book.

Views into Workrooms
Freya Diamond
The drawings for Rooms with Views were done while
hiking through Italy and Switzerland more than 20 years
ago. Late afternoons, I drew the view from my hotel
window. I recently decided the 3 Layer Star Carousel
Book with an acetate first layer would well represent this
delightful experience.

A Simple Heart
Barbara Doroba Ogg
Altered book with drawing on cover
and articles inside

My Grandmother’s Quilt
Madeleine Durham
Accordion book, embroidered poem on my
grandmothers’ quilt cut into pages

My Grandmother’s Letters
Madeleine Durham
Like the vague mirages of memories, this book offers
reflective correspondence between my grandmother and
myself readable only in fleeting snippets inviting the
readers curiosity to fill in missing content from their own
life experiences. Board covered coptic stitch with mica
covered photo. One in a series of four explorations.

The City
Carol Erickson
A triptych box allows for an extension of ideas and
techniques within one unit. A city is represented by its
buildings, its newspapers and its boundaries. "The City"
includes vinyl, Scan'nCut designs, book board,
decorative papers, dowels, buttons and a foil printed
title.

Where I’m Going
Julie Filatoff
One in a series of very different book structures on the
theme of “Where.” Where I’m going now is toward
someone I love. He is a woodworker, and provided the
beautiful wood covers. I monoprinted/overprinted the
text block paper in analogous colors that bring to mind a
sunset.

Embroider
Julie Filatoff
Accordion binding,
metallic stenciled ink, metal cloth

He Built a Better Doghouse
Alex Fischer
Non-dominant hand illustrations, mixed media,
collapsible trellis structure, Paul Johnson style hinges

What Makes Bears Cranky
Alex Fischer
Non-dominant hand illustrations, mixed media,
watercolor, ink, pen, Paul Johnson style hinges

Children’s Corner
Heath Frost
Mixed Media

About Books
Ava Fullerton
Quotes about “Books”

Australia – A Geographical
Walk-About
Ava Fullerton
In Mark Twain's book "Sailing Around the Equator" he
listed two pages of Australian place names. Who could
resist the resulting "Geographical Walkabout"?
I
certainly could not.

Lily Carousel
Moira Garcia
Carousel book, lokta, papyrus,
and handmade marbled papers

I Looked For You
Jenny Glendon
Adapted accordion binding,
mixed media, gestural drawings

Glory
Jenny Glendon
Piano hinge binding, mixed media, monoprints

A Book of Saints
Andrea Gross
Wood, gauche, acrylic, original quotes

Freudige Buchstaben
(Joyful Letters)
Louise Grunewald
The book FREUDIGE BUCHSTABEN reflects my love of
letters as elements of artistic design. In English, the title
translates to JOYFUL LETTERS. The book was inspired by
German calligraphers and type designers with whom I
have studied or simply admired over the years and their
graphic interpretations of the alphabet.

Memory I & II
Dale Harris
Memory I & II recall a day when correspondence was a
gentle art, pre-dating e-mail. I chose Asian papers and
sealing wax for an assemblage of origami envelopes
stitched to a folded accordion backdrop. The inserts are
reminiscent of postcards from far away places plus my
own Japanese style poems.

Dreamer
Susan Hart-Henegar
Hand embroidered text over illustrated canvas,
machined grids

Solitude
Susan Hart-Henegar
Hand-stitched biblio-divination,
printed vintage canvas, leather, brass

Wild Gourds & Star Fields
Susannah Hays
WILD GOURDS & STAR FIELDS are part of a suite of New
Mexico landscape walks. Digitally printed on Kozo paper
and bound with a Japanese pouch sewing, the pages are
“butterflied,” allowing the images to fall to their edges.
This seamless approach creates an uninterrupted spacetime immersion for the viewer to sense the desert’s
open-field of earth – sky colors and textures.

Butterfly Box
Tory Hughes
Sculptural book, mixed media,
text opens out

Several Inches of Earth
Tory Hughes
Earth, polymer, other media

Ravenna La Citta,
Ravenna La Regazza
Deeda Hull
This book was inspired by Ravenna: the awesome city in
Italy and my amazing daughter-both loves of my life!
Ravenna's mosaics are other worldly and my daughter
has similar qualities. Nothing can describe the beauty of
either but this is my feeble attempt. Go to the place and
meet the girl!

BIRCH:
Ducktrap Cove, Maine Haikus
Deeda Hull
Ducktrap cove found its way into my heart years ago.
Nestled on the coast of Maine, it holds an inexplicable
magic. Nature is omnipresent there but the white birch
holds its own and stands alone. Its majestic quiet beauty
inspired this book and the haikus in it.

Rats !!!!
Mary Ann Jackson
Rats! My worst nightmare! Living in California I had this
wonderful yard with lemon, apricot, orange trees and
Tree Rats. Beautiful small, gray rodents. I discovered
these creatures when my dishwasher flooded the kitchen
from a chewed through hose. “Well it was only one rat”.
Thirty eight plus later………

Ground Art
Mary Ann Jackson
Memories found on the ground

The Arc of Time
Will Karp
Time magazine has many colorful pages. I started out by
rolling the pages and gluing them into pencil thin
cylinders. Then I just wanted to make a pleasing shape,
and cemented them on to a thin metal strip and
gradated the pieces from light to dark. I kind of like it.

Wave Weave
Will Karp
I have always been fascinated with the image of “The
Wave.” The Accordion book consists of two separately
painted images interpreting “The Wave.” One is painted
on white paper in color. The second is painted on
Japanese newspaper in shades of gray. The two images
were then sliced into strips and woven together.

Full Moon Rising
E. Klingner
A book painted with sum ink onto arches text wove
paper. Arches cover sewn to contain folds.. Calligraphic
original alphabet. Original poem in verse to pay tribute
to our full New Mexico moons.

Poet’s Library I & II
E. Klingner
Poems calligraphed onto small books sewn with
handmade papers, and stitched onto painted canvas.
Beaded stained covers attached with sticks found
growing in New Mexico arroyos.

A Painterly Book
Squidge Lain
Piano hinge binding, paint brushes,
painted canvas board, handmade paper

Ode to a Yellow Vest
Squidge Lain
This book contains a poem about my mysterious
recurring dream of a yellow vest. Years later it
materialized in the vest of the young Tibetan Karmapa,
whom I met in India in 2012 while attending an histoical
event in India. The paper is handpainted with Tibetan
seed symbols.

And Yet the Books/
The Book Throwing Incident
Tom Leech
Double Accordion, handmade and marbled paper,
calligraphy

Kathmandu, April 25, 2015
Tom Leech
Accordion, handmade and marbled paper,
letterpress

The Journey Within
Pamela MacKellar
I use organic or cellular elements to express the concept
that we all have the capacity to live on a deeper level. I
would like my art to inspire people to become more selfaware, to explore their own consciousness, and to
strengthen their connections with the world.

OFF…Into the Night
Barbara Macks
Stiff leaf binding, fabrics with Sashiko stitching

Aunt Sylvia’s Dress
Barbara Macks
My Aunt Sylvia now 92 endeared herself to me as a
fashionista making her own dresses and pocketbooks to
parade on the Atlantic City Boardwalk. In a recent phone
chat she told me about a sliver dress made for a bar
mitzvah in 1960 of which only the fitted top remained.
This book art piece is a tribute to her as I envisioned that
dress. I used a piece of her fabric as book cloth adorned
in an basque stitch defining the love of creating by hand
that we share.

Journey
Lee Mann
“Journey”: a book in Fishbone Binding on a variety of
handmade papers.
When extended full length (not
shown in photo), the telescoping pages reveal words
that can be read about thoughts on the journey of life
along with Sumi ink pathways.

Lotus Moon
Lee Mann
My favorite Japanese poet is “Rengetsu”. Her name
translates to “Lotus Moon”.
Cover and papers are
marbled in Suminagashi with caterpillar stitch binding.
Content:
Moon/Lotus poems by Rengetsu, Basho,
myself, and others with Lotus images. Lotus ponds are
a favorite memory of study time in China.

The Artist’s Pocketbook – Whose
Pocketbook is this?
Mary Ellen Matthews
Accordion book with mixed media

When Grammie Comes to Visit
Rhonda McKinnon
Coptic binding, computer generated graphics, interactive
pop-up children’s book

Anti-Anxiety Box
Geri Michelli
Contains five children's board books which have been
altered with acrylic paint, rubber stamp and collage. The
text is selected from cast-off book pages, "found poetry"
on the page. The challenge was summoning the right
words to invoke the individual book titles: No Fear, No
Stress, No Worries, No Doubt, No Regret.

Three Threads
Lisa Miles
This handmade book features the contemporary poems
of Briceida Cuevas Cob and is printed in Yucatec Maya,
Spanish, and English.

Eeeeeee…
Lisa Miles
Handset metal type, letterpress printing

Tribute to the Children of the
London Foundling Hospital
Penne Mobley
Inspired by the London Foundling Museum’s show
“Threads of Feeling” in 2010, which documented the
pieces of fabric and tokens left by mother’s with their
children for identification. After reading about this show I
could not get the Foundling Hospital and the children and
mothers out of my mind.

The Complete Internal Revenue
Code
Susan Moore
Recycled Tax Code, metal stand

The Dirty Dozen
Susan Moore
Recycled books, foam core

Imprints of Home – Works on
Paper – Prints & Poems II
Carrol Moxham
Leporello Book, original prints and poems, clamshell box

Flutter-By, a Flutter Book of
Haikus
Gail Murray
A "flutter book" structure of twenty butterflies in acrylic,
painted on watercolor paper.
Each page has an
accompanying original haiku, then printed on translucent
vellum paper, and sewn onto the right hand side of
page. Covers of painted pastel, spray varnished, ribbon
closure. Haikus, like butterflies, are somewhat fleeting
and transient, passing by quickly. A butterfly used to be
called Flutter-By.

Fifty One
Gail Murray
A "one-page" book structure, containing 51 different
grey color swatches, painted in Sumi-e ink and
watercolor Each page is appropriately titled, such as
battleship, linoleum, inner tube, egg carton, duct tape,
kitty litter etc., with a small square cut out revealing a
different shade of grey from the page preceding or
following. Covers of painted pastel, spray varnished.

Opt Out Series Coin Purse Book
Julie Nocent-Vigil
Letterpress on multiple choice answers sheets, alluding
to the European Schraubthaler, thirteen conjoined
“coins”, or arras, hidden within a plastic coin purse
cover, unfold with modified test instructions. Bubbles,
coins, cent symbols, and forms suggestive of fingerprints
relate the “business” of testing and elaborate the theme
of individuality in conflict with institutional norms of
compliancy.

Sovereignty at Cathedral
and San Francisco, Santa Fe
Julie Nocent-Vigil
Letterpress on altered pages, dimension to portable
17th century Spanish Book of Hours. A poetic record of
tensions, demarcation and emergence of space in the
interaction and perception of significant art objects, and
colliding narratives, which rise and fall at a specific
location in the heart of Santa Fe.

Old Lines
Nancy Ziegler Nodelman
Old Lines devolved from vintage newspaper "seeking"
ads, precisely printed rows of hopes. Now rolled and
bound into protective shells, they are slipping into
disarray. As the messages become obscured over time,
classic passwords to everlasting love remain. I want to
believe they opened some heart keys and enabled some
dreams.

Something Fishy
Margy O’Brien
Sometimes a book is inspired by a sheet of paper; in this
case, it was red lotka paper printed with fish. A
puzzling, "magic" Jacob's Ladder Box with secret
compartments contains a matching book and koi fish
that I sculpted from polymer clay

Wide Open Spaces
Margy O’Brien
This book's horizontal recessed windows were perfect for
showcasing miniature watercolor landscapes. They were
originally done on location during my travels in a much
larger format sketchbook; I cropped and scaled them
down (and used a much smaller watercolor brush) for
replicating on these pages.

faux ifone
Austa Oliver
A book creation that measures the exact dimensions of
an extremely popular smartphone. Exterior decorations
are found objects. Inside are 'talk bubbles" with three
ironic things that are almost always said (or should be
said) in every overheard conversation.

Pilgrimage
Austa Oliver
Since 1995, the focus of my creativity is the
juxtaposition of digital technology with the ancient art of
bookbinding. "Pilgrimage" is a Japanese stab binding that
contains images reproduced from a Japanese Temple
Stamp Book that is as a miniature book and cover. (2
3/4" H x 1 1/2"W x 1/4" D) with bead closure to form a
necklace

Trees
Barbara Parke Wolff
Inspired by the texture of tree bark using crumpled
brown kraft paper, heavy thread, acrylic paint and yarn.
For stability, the "bark" was adhered to polymer clay.
Illustration created using a combination of Noodler's and
Walnut Inks. Text written in bronze iridescent ink. Back
cover made from polymer clay. The Book Structure is:
Accordian or Concertina Fold

Vasalisa I
Amy Parrish
Silk, linen, wool, thread,
dyed paper, monotype, vellum

Doll in My Pocket
Amy Parrish
Fabric, thread, buttons,
vellum, letterpress, monotypes

Bound by Knowledge
Patricia Pearce
Altered book art, mixed media

The Bound Book of Secrets
Patricia Pearce
Altered book art, mixed media

Continguous Contagion
Victoria Rabinowe
This book is folded from one sheet of paper with 192
continuous pages: no glue, no seams, no stitching;
When the book is closed it collapses to 8 inches wide;
When the book is opened, it stretches to16 feet long.
Rives BFK paper painted with Japanese Sumi ink.

The Inner City
Victoria Rabinowe
Interlocking sheets of Rives BFK with Sumi ink

Coastal Waters
Collins Redman
Fabric, hand-dyed, painted, stamped, stitched.
Embellished with seashells, buttons, mirrors, beads

Greece Travel Journal
Collins Redman
Original sketches & paintings. Maps, tickets, stamps,
and other ephemera from trip.

The War Horse
Michele Weston Relkin
This altered book was a result of two and a half years of
thought and contemplation and agony about the
constant persistent energy of the War Machine. As an
artist and visionary, the only way to sift through this
dilemma is through my creative process.

Memorial to Malaysia 370
Michele Weston Relkin
Our news media is fast and vigorous. My intent was to
slow down and pay respect to those lives that were lost
on the “Aircraft 370.” This series that I connect to is my
way of focusing energy and creative angst to the body of
work that is meaningful to me and our society. This
series is identified as my “memorial tribute work.”

The Four Seasons
Brooke Remmert
When you see an aspen grove, they are not separate,
but one organism connected underneath the earth. They
quiver, they shiver, they dance, and they sing against
the turquoise sky. It is a gift, to experience the four
seasons among these exquisite trees.

Meandering through a Meadow
Brooke Remmert
My inspiration for this piece came from my time in
County Claire, Ireland. The meadows of wildflowers, up
against quintessential stonewalls, framed by the sky. All
of these parts of the landscape sparked my imagination,
bringing forth memories that were not my own.

Weekly Rituals
of a Domestic Goddess
Maryann Riker
This accordion-fold book is a humorous tome about the
weekly rituals of the 1950's American housewife which
was typical of my mother and my aunt. Monday was
wash day, Tuesday was ironing day, etc. and they never
deviated from this schedule which amazed me! Enjoy
this nostalgic little look back!

Prayers for the Planet
Lynn Roberts
An altered book from a National Geographic ATLAS OF
NORTH AMERICA, SPACE AGE PORTRAIT OF A
CONTINENT 1985.
This Shinto prayer form takes
images from space to express wishes to purify the earth.
Ancient prayers presented to Shinto Shrines appealed to
Kami powers of nature for healing energy. This
traditional paper cut form was used for blessing of tools.

in the beginning
Lynn Roberts
This drum leaf book uses a mixture of stamping,
printing, and writing in ink and acrylic paint learned in a
class by Laura Wait. It presents the journey from primal
energy and light, to life forms, to the use of symbolic
marks and the letter ALPHA.

Glittersauruses
Gary Shallcross
Star book, Cranson paper, Lots of glitter

Dangerous Divas of the Desert
Gary Shallcross
Play big time Broadway Director! Remove the spine to
open this accordion book to change the cast of
characters. Use the extra actresses in the pocket of the
back of the book to answer your own casting call for your
very own production of “Dangerous Divas of the Desert”.

Ode to My Car
Karen Sheffer
Naghamadi book in leather, canvas, metal

Books

3

Karen Sheffer
My art focuses on book form and function. I enjoy
reinventing the wheel as well as the book. As I look back
at the experience of making this piece, I ponder the
seeming disconnect between great effort and creative
simplicity.

My Path
Amy Sproul
Palm leaf binding,
yucca & mango, juniper root paper

Triple Play
Mary Ann Stoddard
This entry consists of 3 traditional Japanese book
bindings - Flutter book, Ledger book and Four Hole
Binding book along with a Wraparound Case to hold the
3 books. The case and one book cover are made from
handmade book cloth. I learned these techniques in the
Book Structure In Over My Head group. Our instructors
were fellow group members Linda Zwick & Barbara
Macks who generously shared their knowledge.

Monotone 3D Collage
Mary Ann Stoddard
When viewed flat this is a book with triangle shaped
pages.
When fully open it becomes a 3D sculpture.
You may image your own story as you look at the
images.
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Graffitti
Touri Strick
The endless possibilities of a book as a design element
fascinate me. I thought it would be appropriate to create
a book “Graffiti” with a material other than conventional
paper, since graffiti is often written on everything but
paper. Aluminum, screen mesh and acrylic was used to
create this book.

Serpent Mound
Mary Sweet
Accordion style, Spencerian calligraphy, watercolor,
Japanese papers, watercolor papers

Aspen, July 2014
Mary Sweet
Pamphlet style binding, watercolor, ink,
Japanese papers, watercolor papers

The Side Show
Debbie Taylor
As a child I remember tawdry circus sideshows, and a
curious depiction of oddities and attractions. Even
things for the child’s delight were sometimes macabre,
laced with gaudy, showy cheapness depicting magic.
Materials: 1920’s bow tie display and bits of this and
that from the corners of my studio.

Untitled
(envelope book #1)
s.c. Thayer
Envelopes as artifacts and old postage stamps comprise
the materials for this unique books. Untitled (envelope)
book #1 is old covers that had been sent thru the mail
many dating to the 1920s.

Untitled
(envelope book #2)
s.c. Thayer
Envelopes as artifacts and old postage stamps comprise
the materials for this unique book. Untitled (envelope)
book #2 is made from blank beige envelopes.

The Tree
Cheryl Trostrud White
Letterpress pressure prints, cyanotypes over charcoal
drawings, wood cover, burned tree

Scenes from Japan
Cheryl Trostrud White
Wire edge binding, hand cut images

Homage to Euclid & Volvelles
Suzanne Vilmain
Still life with clay, paper volvelle and lace samples

Tell Me What You Remember
Suzanne Vilmain/Miriam Sagan
Assemblage & Type Sculpture

In the Bosque: Night and Day
Julie Wagner
An interwoven slit concertina made with acrylic ink on
Fabriano Artistico watercolor paper. The cranes are
drawn with ink and a calligraphy brush.
It is a
celebration of the wonders of the life of the Bosque del
Apache.

Swimming Upstream
Julie Wagner
An interwoven slit concertina with acrylic ink and
handmade rubber stamps on Fabriano Artistico
watercolor paper. The jellyfish and plants are drawn
with a silver lead. I think of this book as a song to the
beauty of the oceans and a prayer of their protection.

What If ?
Beverly Wilson
Cotton rag and plastic paper. Collaged elements using
Paula Wilson’s woodblock prints, paintings, and laser
cuttings. Book cloth. Japanese paper. Rub-on letters.
Drop-spine binding. Clam shell box made at Priscilla
Spitler’s studio, Truth or Consequences, NM. 2014

Garden of Unearthly Delights
Beverly Wilson
Stonehenge, Hahnemuhle Ingres, and handmade
papers. Batik, paste and marbled papers on pop-up
constructions. Book cloth. Linen thread. Sewn-boards
binding. 2015

Prague Chronicles
Linney Wix
Living in Prague I had India, walnut, and indigo inks,
also graphite. With these I chronicled day images and
night dreams on handmade paper, rolled them up for
transport, and later compiled a few of them into this
book. I miss the indigo ink, which I left with a friend.
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Mornings/Walking
Linney Wix
Over three seasons I walked Prague's hillsides and
bridges across the Vltava. This book captures those
walks for me: the subtle color changes of autumn, the
relentless chill and fog of winter, the brilliant greens and
Snow White trees of spring. Each day I wrote haiku,
which barely appear here.

Moon
Linda Zwick
Flag book

The Night Before Christmas
Zentangle Group
A collaborative rendering of the classic Christmas Eve
story with copperplate calligraphy by Ginger Rice,
illustrations by Billie Lauder, book design and fabrication
by Dale Harris; Santa Fe BAG In Over My Head
zentangle group.

The ABC’s of Patterns & Rhythm
Zentangle Group
Accordion fold, zentangle alphabet,
pen, ink, watercolor

